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Mission Statement:

The Mission of the KOUNTZE ISD Transportation Department is

to provide the safest and most efficient pupil transportation

services to our students, our schools and to our community.
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Dear Transportation Employee:

We are pleased that you are a part of the Kountze Independent School District
Transportation Department. As employees, our job is to safely transport students.

This handbook has been provided to help you understand your job and responsibilities as a
member of our team.

This handbook is a work in progress with revisions to follow as laws, policies, or
procedures change. It will serve as a basis for our continued development and
improvement. I hope that the book will guide you in a successful year!

Thank you for all of your hard work and dedication!

Rocky Smith
Director of Maintenance and Transportation
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Departmental Organization

The Transportation Coordinator is responsible for all aspects of the Transportation Department.
Service Center staff consists of:

Emergency Numbers

Transportation Coordinator                     Wendy Smith
409-246-3352 x 5312
Mechanic Shop Nathan Spivey
409-246-3352 x 5313
Director of Operations Rocky Smith
409-246-3352 x 5309

Transportation Office 409-246-3352 x 5313

Absences must be called in to Wendy Smith or Nathan Spivey  in a
timely manner.

Absent from Duty paperwork is to be filled out on return to work.

Statement

It is the policy of Kountze Independent School District not to discriminate on the basis of
race, color, national origin, sex, age, or religion in its education programs, services,
activities, or hiring practices.

Disclaimer

The statements described in this handbook are for general purposes and responsibilities.
The information contained in this handbook is not necessarily an exclusive list of all
responsibilities, duties, and skills that may be required in your job within the
Transportation Department. Kountze Independent School District Board policies, State and
Federal laws supersede all contents of this handbook.
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OUTLINE OF CHANGES

● Weapons Reporting
● Sponsors Riding Extra-Curricular Trip Buses
● Add Policy with Drivers Returning Students to School
● Picking Up Lost and Found – Must Come to Office
● Drivers Duties
● School Bus Accident Procedures (Bullets Added)

DISRUPTION OF TRANSPORTATION
Texas Education Code 37.126
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(a) Except as provided by Section 37.125 , a person other than a primary or secondary
grade student commits an offense if the person intentionally disrupts, prevents, or
interferes with the lawful transportation of children:

(1) to or from school on a vehicle owned or operated by a county or independent
school district;  or

(2) to or from an activity sponsored by a school on a vehicle owned or operated by a
county or independent school district.

(b) An offense under this section is a Class C misdemeanor.

(c) It is an exception to the application of Subsection (a)(1) that, at the time the person
engaged in conduct prohibited under that subdivision, the person was younger than 12
years of age.

LOST/FOUND ITEMS
Parents must come to the office to retrieve their child’s lost/found.  They may not board the
bus in any situation.

REMOVAL FROM THE SCHOOL BUS
A bus driver may refer a student to the principal’s office or the campus behavior
coordinator’s office to maintain effective discipline on the bus. The principal or campus
behavior coordinator must employ additional discipline management techniques, as
appropriate, which can include restricting or revoking a student’s bus riding privileges.

Since the district’s primary responsibility in transporting students in district vehicles is to
do so as safely as possible, the operator of the vehicle must focus on driving and not have
his or her attention distracted by student misbehavior. Therefore, when appropriate
disciplinary management techniques fail to improve student behavior or when specific
misconduct warrants immediate removal, the principal or the campus behavior coordinator
may restrict or revoke a student’s transportation privileges, in accordance with law.

PROCEDURES AND GUIDELINES FOR SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS

DRIVER CERTFICATION
In accordance with the Texas Department of Public Safety requirements, the following
items are required to operate a school bus:

● CLASS B CDL with a “passenger” and “school bus” endorsement.
● TEA School Bus Driver Certification Card
● DOT Medical Examiner's Certificate Card
● Employees may not operate a district vehicle without a current driver’s license,

certification card and medical card. (Copies of the driver license and certification
card are not legal.)

● A 20 hour certification course is required after passing the driving test with the DPS
office.  Our Transportation Coordinator will set this up for all new drivers.
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● A 8 hour recertification course is required every 3 years from the date of completion
from the initial 20 hour course.

Motor Vehicle Records (MVR) will be checked at least one a year per requirements by the
state of Texas. This check covers accidents, tickets; ETC. for the past 3 years. MVRs may be
checked periodically during the year. No one may drive a school bus for KISD with more
than 8 points or a DWI within a 10 year period.

If any of the above documents are lost, stolen, expired or missing for any reason it must be
reported to your supervisor immediately. Failure could result in appropriate disciplinary
action up to and including termination. Any fees required by DPS for obtaining a new,
renewed, or replacement license are the responsibility of the employee.

MANDATORY TRAINING
Staff development activities are organized to meet the needs of employees and the district.
All employees will be REQUIRED to attend any mandatory meetings and/or training.
Examples include but are not limited to In-service, monthly meetings, classroom and
behind the wheel training.

ADMINISTRATIVE PLACEMENTS
It may become necessary during the school year for an employee to be temporarily
assigned to meet daily operational needs. Administrative placements are made in the best
interest of the driver, students, and district. You may be assigned to any route or bus and
may be changed at any time. Every KISD driver must be willing and able to drive any vehicle
in the fleet. You may be required to make extra runs in addition to your regular route. The
final determination rests with the Transportation Coordinator.

INSUBORDINATION
No employee shall refuse to perform a job assignment from the supervisor. Refusal to
perform a job shall be considered insubordination and is grounds for disciplinary action,
including termination.

RETRAINING
If an employee is found negligent in performing his/her duties, the employees will attend a
retraining session. Any employee may be subject to retraining at the discretion of the
Transportation Coordinator for the following reasons or any other reason determined by
the Director.

● Preventable Accident/Incident.
● Unacceptable student management.
● Failure to follow safety policies and procedures set forth in this handbook.
● Unsafe practices.

DRESS CODE
In addition to the dress code in the Employees Handbook, all drivers must adhere to the
following.
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● Shoes MUST be closed toe, back of shoes MUST be closed or have a strap. NO High
Heel Shoes. When you arrive at work you should have the correct shoes on your feet.
ABSOLUTELY NO slippers, slides or flip flops.

● Shirts should not be spaghetti strap, see thru or strapless.

ATTENDANCE
The Transportation Department understands that your personal life is important, but you
are expected to be at your place of work during your scheduled hours unless you receive
the approval of the Transportation Coordinator. You are expected to arrange your personal
business so they do not interfere with your work schedule.

All absences procedures shall be followed according to the K.I.S.D. Employee Handbook for
the district.

If you are required to provide an excuse slip to return to work it must state that you are
“able to drive a school bus with no restrictions”. This clears both you and the district from
any liabilities.

THE DRIVER AND THE COMMUNITY

A school bus driver is moving a large yellow-and-black sign down the streets of Kountze
each morning and afternoon. Remember that some Kountze citizens have no other contact
with KISD except the school bus they see on the streets. The driver, the bus and the
students on that route are the only basis they may have to judge the school system. Your
major job in relating to the community as a bus driver is to do your job well, and
particularly:
1) Be a careful and alert driver.
2) Be a courteous driver. Observe city, state and KISD traffic laws and regulations.
3) Drive a clean bus: well-kept and in good mechanical condition.

BUS DRIVER EXPECTATIONS:
● Perform a pre-trip inspection including air brake test each and every time you use

the bus. (If you leave your bus and it is not visible it MUST be pre-tripped again.)
● Perform a post trip inspection after route/trip.
● Check your bus for students in the AM and PM when you return to the

transportation lot.
● Headlights, clearance lights, and tail lights MUST be on while the bus is in operation.
● Bus driver will arrive at the destination safely.
● Complete all paperwork required by office personnel (update as needed)
● Avoid negative contact with parents.
● Drivers shall immediately report to their supervisor personal injuries occurring

while on the job.
● Any tickets received and any changes in license status must be reported immediately

to the Transportation Coordinator.
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● Employees are not permitted to ride a route or go on a field trip with other drivers
without prior approval.

● Keep the inside of the bus clean after each route and extra-curricular trips.
● Buses MUST be swept after the AM route. There will be random checks to make sure

the bus is clean.
● DO NOT USE CELL PHONE WHILE BUS IS IN MOTION OR  WHEN DOING PRE ROUTE

INSPECTIONS . (This includes any form of hand-free devices including Bluetooth ear
pieces.)

● Clock-In 15 minutes before route time to perform pre-trip and air brake test.
● USE DRIVER SEAT BELT PROPERLY AT ALL TIMES.
● Be on the bus when students board the bus.
● Report any mechanical problem immediately.  It MUST be submitted on a repair

ticket and given to Nathan Spivey.  Nathan will enter repair on the work order
system for the Transportation Department.

● Operate the door handle. (Students cannot be allowed to open and close doors)
● Students cannot serve as monitors.
● MUST drive the route as it is written. All route changes MUST be approved by the

Transportation Coordinator.No turning around or backing up buses except at
turnarounds.

● Depart Bus Barn at the assigned route time.

● Anytime you are stopped by any police officer, for any reason, you must report it to
your supervisor immediately upon returning to the Service Center.

CARE OF BUSES

● It is the responsibility of the driver to make sure the bus is kept clean and
presentable.

● The bus is a rolling billboard representing Kountze ISD.
● The outside of the buses will be washed by the shop personnel.
● It is the drivers’ responsibility to upkeep the inside of the bus. This includes

sweeping after each AM route, keeping the drivers' area, roof, windows, and seats of
the bus clean.

● Buses may be pulled for a trip with or without notice and MUST be clean.
● DO NOT let fuel get below ½ of a tank. Always fill up when at ½ of a tank.
● Cut seats and writing on seats should be reported as soon as noticed.

2 WAY COMMUNICATIONS
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All  KISD Transportation vehicles are equipped with 2-way radio communications.

When using the 2-way radio:
● Use your bus number first then speak. (Example: Bus 140 to whomever you are

calling)
● Wait for them to respond before starting your conversation. This ensures whoever

you are calling is actually listening to you.
● When the conversation is completed, be sure to complete it. (Example: Bus 140

clear.)
● Always keep your radio on with the volume up only turn it off on the weekends

when not in use.
● 10-4 means OK, Message Received
● 10-20 means my location is. /What’s your location?

REMEMBER: The 2-way radio is only for school business use and should only be used when
something is needed or an emergency.

If your bus has a mechanical issue you will need to call the Transportation Shop on the
2-way radio.

Transmission Number Code Meaning

10-4 OK, I Acknowledge, ETC
ETA Estimated Time of Arrival

EXTRA-CURRICULAR TRIPS
● Always give the sponsor your phone number. This gives them a way to reach you in

case something happens and they need you sooner.
● Make certain you have volume turned on and up.
● Sponsors must ride the bus.  If no sponsor is riding, you must report it to the

Transportation Coordinator or Director of Operations.  Do not leave without a
sponsor.

STUDENT BUS GUIDELINES
All student bus rider information/acknowledgement forms are to be turned in by the end of
the first week of School.  If you get a new student throughout the year be sure to give them
a bus rider form if you do not have one in your file.  These are used to create eligible rider
lists per route.
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TRAFFIC SAFETY AND GENERAL PRACTICES

TRAFFIC LIGHTS
If a light turns yellow you should stop. If you have not entered the intersection by the time
the light turns yellow, your bus will be in the intersection when it turns red and you can be
cited for running a red light.

SPEED LIMITS
All school buses should observe the speed limits of 60 MPH for buses with DOT inspection
and 50 MPH with a non DOT inspection. Our practice will be to drive 5 MPH below any
posted signs on any city streets.

RAILROAD CROSSINGS
You are required by law to stop whether loaded or unloaded for all railroad crossings
unless the track is marked EXEMPT. You must stop no closer than 15 feet and no further
than 50 feet away.

● Upon approach of tracks activate 4-way hazard lights and open the driver's window.
● Turn off all noisy equipment (A/C, heaters/defrosters, AM/FM radio)
● Signal for students to be quiet.
● Safely stop no closer than 15 feet but no further than 50 feet from nearest track
● Place the bus in NEUTRAL and PULL the  spring brake.
● Open service door.
● Check tracks in both directions numerous times and listen for trains.
● After it is safe to cross shut service door and release spring brake
● Deactivate 4-way hazard lights when your rear tires cross the last track.

SEATBELTS ON BUSES
As of September 2017, KISD is required to buy buses equipped with seat belts.  The driver
is to inform students to buckle up.
If you have a student who does not comply with the seat belt instructions the driver will
produce a write up to be turned into the school Principal.
Do not pull over or slow the delivery of students to their homes.
Do not call the Transportation Director .

LOADING WHILE ON ROUTE
● Activate the alternating amber warning lights at least 300 feet from the stop.
● If you are on a highway or high traffic road use the emergency hazards and strobe

light also.
● Perform a 5-point mirror check.
● Check approaching traffic.
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● Students should be standing 10 feet back from the curb at the bus stop. If not, stop
the bus 10 feet back from the students and let them walk to the bus. NEVER STOP
WITH THE SERVICE DOOR EVEN WITH THE STUDENTS.

● Put the bus in neutral, SET PARKING BRAKE and open the door.
● Students must approach the bus in an orderly manner.
● After the students have boarded the bus, MAKE SURE ALL STUDENTS ARE SITTING

IN SEAT, close the door and perform a 5-point mirror check before pulling away
from the stop.

UNLOADING WHILE ON ROUTE
● Activate the alternating amber warning lights at least 300 feet from the stop.
● If you are on a highway or high traffic road use the emergency hazards and strobe

light also.
● Perform a 5-point mirror check.
● Check approaching traffic and make sure they have come to a complete stop.
● Put the bus in neutral, SET PARKING BRAKE and open the door.
● After traffic is stopped and it is safe for students to exit the bus, allow students to

exit. Students crossing the road are to walk 10 feet in front of the bus and get eye
contact with the driver. The driver will then signal the students across if safe to do
so.

● MAKE SURE ALL STUDENTS ARE SITTING IN SEAT, close the door and perform a
5-point mirror check before pulling away from the stop.

● At the Transportation lot check for students left on the bus.
● perform post trip inspection.

STUDENTS ON WRONG BUSES
Take the student home, or bring the student back to the campus. If there is a MS/HS student
that is riding home with another student and you have a note, please hang on to note and
turn in to the transportation office when you return.  If you take a student home that is on
your bus by mistake, contact Transportation when the student is dropped off at home.

MORNING ROUTES
Buses may not arrive at the first campus before 7:00am.

FUELING BUSES
Do NOT let fuel get below ½ of a tank.  When you fuel your bus, you will need to log the
gallons on the fuel log..

FIELD TRIPS

● New drivers will be ineligible for field trips until after a year of driving is complete
or upon decision from Transportation Coordinator and Director of Operations.
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● Trips will be assigned in the order they are received by the Transportation
Department.

● Trip list sign up will be at the beginning of the year in-service.
● Your bus must be clean before the trip and you must clean it after the trip. (Sweep

and take out trash)
● Drivers are responsible for knowing where the trip is going. DO NOT RELY ON THE

SPONSOR.
● Clock in 15 minutes before the trip departure time. This will give time for Pre-trip

inspection and arrival time at the school. Arrive at the time and place requested on
VR.  Clock out 15 minutes after returning from the trip. This will give you time to
clean the bus and perform a post trip inspection.

NON KISD STUDENTS RIDING A KISD BUS
The answer is NO.  Sponsors in the near future will be required to furnish the driver
with an itinerary for each trip.  Drivers are NOT to serve as a sponsor/chaperone in any
capacity.  If you are dropping students at multiple locations, a sponsor is required at all
locations.  You must call the Transportation Coordinator or Director of Maintenance if
this is not the case.

TRIP CANCELLATIONS AND NO SHOWS
If you arrive at a school (at the proper time and location) for a field trip, and no group
appears, wait 15 minutes past the scheduled department time. If the group does not
show up, contact the Transportation Coordinator immediately.

LOADING ITEMS ON FIELD TRIP
Occasionally, there will be bulky items that need to be transported on the bus with
students. Items too large to fit through the service door may be loaded through the rear
emergency door provided the driver (not a student) operates the emergency door. This
is to prevent broken latches and ensure proper securing of the door. The bus aisle and
emergency exits MUST NOT BE blocked by any items at any time. Items should not be
placed on seats that have emergency exits. The driver is to check the bus carefully to
make sure that no emergency exits are blocked before departing on the trip.

CONVOYS
It is the driver’s responsibility to know the route and maintain proper following
distance at all times. When a group of buses are traveling to a single destination, the
buses should travel as a group. The buses traveling as a group should always keep each
other in sight. While in a convoy, it is very important that trailing buses follow at a safe
distance but not lag too far behind the lead bus. (Use the 4 second rule). It is the
responsibility of the lead driver to keep the convoy together and avoid unnecessary
hazards by making sure the buses are traveling at a safe speed and positioned in the
proper traffic lane for turns, exits, etc.

On a multi-lane highway, the far left lane is generally for passing. For the most part,
buses should travel in the center or right hand lanes.
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ALL drivers must meet before the trip and know where they are going and what route
they are taking.

At times during the year, it may be necessary to deviate from the normal trip
procedures. Occasionally, trips will be assigned in the most logical manner to
ensure smooth transportation operation. This will be at the discretion of the
Transportation Coordinator.

“LEAD BUS” RESPONSIBILITIES
● Prior to leaving, discuss with the other drivers the route and destination of the

convoy.
● Consider potential problem locations or situations.
● Do not leave until every bus in the convoy is ready.
● Take care not to get the convoy too strung out.
● If a bus breaks down, all buses must stop and students and staff can board other

bus(es) as needed.  Call Nathan Spivey with the location of the broken bus/keys.

“FOLLOWING BUS” RESPONSIBILITIES
● Follow the bus ahead of you at a safe distance but stay as close as possible. If you

get cut off from the convoy by a stop light or for any reason, notify the lead bus.
● Do not pass other buses up in the convoy.
● Listen carefully for instructions from the lead bus.
● When changing lanes, be ready to help the bus in front of you get an opening to

move over.

“END BUS” RESPONSIBILITES
● Periodically report your position with the lead driver.
● As the convoy is making a lane change or approaching a turn, the last bus should

be one of the first to maneuver into the proper lane, and then take the
responsibility of assisting all the buses in front by helping create opportunities
for them to move over.

ACCIDENTS

● When you are involved in any type of incident involving a school vehicle it must
be reported.

● If you are involved in an accident you will need to contact Transportation. Upon
initial contact you will need to provide the following: Bus Number, location of
accident, and if medical assistance is needed.

● You will need to fill out a seating chart where students were sitting at the time of
accident. It must include their first and last name, address, age, and sex.

● For any accident you may be drug tested.
● If you are drug tested for an accident you may not resume duties until the drug

test has come back negative.
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ACCIDENT PROCEDURES

● Notify the Transportation Dept. as soon as possible. YOU MUST REMAIN AT THE
SCENE OF THE ACCIDENT. Turn off the ignition switch and remove keys. Set the
hand brake. Remain calm, and reassure students.

● Account for all students as a check is made for injury of students. If students are
injured, follow recommended first aid procedures.

● Students should be kept on the bus unless safety hazards warrant evacuation.
Safety of students is the highest priority. If evacuation is necessary, the
recommended procedures for evacuation should be followed.

● The Transportation Department should be told the exact location and cross
street, bus number, possibility of injuries, and the need for emergency personnel.
The Transportation Department will notify the Superintendent, police, sheriff or
the DPS, will send a bus or ambulance if necessary, and will notify the principal
of the schools involved.

● If you have an emergency (breakdown or accident) after your facility has shut
down for the evening or on the weekend, please follow the guidelines in the red
emergency packet in your bus.

● Do not say anything to anyone except KISD personnel and the KISD Police
Department, DPS, etc.

● Check for fire or possibility of fire.
● Activate emergency hazard flashers and place reflectors in designated locations.

Place reflectors or flares as follows: One reflector approximately 10 feet behind
the bus, a second reflector approximately 100 feet behind the bus, and a third
reflector 100 feet in front of the bus.

● Drivers in an accident are required to give their names, addresses, driver's
license numbers and vehicle information to others involved in the accident. If
you become aware that the other driver is going to leave, try at least to jot down
the license plate number of the other vehicle. The bus driver should also get
names and addresses of witnesses to the accident. Also, get the name, address,
telephone number and name of the insurance company of the other driver. Get
the make, model and license number of the other vehicle. Note the time of the
accident and the date and mark down any unusual weather or street conditions.
This, plus additional information, will be asked for on the accident report.

● Written Report: In addition to the immediate verbal report given to the
Transportation Department, drivers must submit a detailed written report to the
Transportation Coordinator when they get back to transportation after the
accident. This report will be checked for completeness, particularly the narrative
accident description.

● Non-report of an accident, bus damage and/or citation received while driving a
KISD school bus will result in disciplinary action, including possible suspension
or termination.
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● The Transportation Department will have a school nurse check each student and
call all parents to notify them of the accident & its severity.

● Driver is to be drug tested within 8 hours of an accident by Pinnacle Medical
Management or the school district physician.

● Contact the school insurance company.
● A copy of all reports need to be sent to the Business Manager.

NOTE: POSSIBLE WEAPON REPORT (GUN OR KNIFE)

Driver is to radio the Service Center stating they have a Code 3.
(Which means you have physically seen the weapon)

OR

Driver is to radio the Service Center stating they have a “possible” Code 3.
(Which means you have not physically seen the weapon)

Driver is to state their location and direction they are heading to

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF RECEIPT

I hereby acknowledge receipt of a copy of the  KISD Employee Handbook. I agree to read the
handbook and abide by the standards, policies, and procedures defined or referenced in
this document.
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The information in this handbook is subject to change. I understand that changes in district
policies may supersede, modify, or render obsolete the information summarized in this
book. As the district provides updated policy information, I accept responsibility for
reading and abiding by the changes.

I understand that no modifications to contractual relationships or alterations of at-will
employment relationships are intended by this handbook.

I understand that I have an obligation to inform my supervisor or department head of any
changes in personal information such as phone number, address, etc. I also accept
responsibility for contacting my supervisor or the Superintendent if I have questions or
concerns or need further explanation.

________________________________ _________________________
Signature Date

Please sign and date this receipt and forward it to your immediate supervisor.
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